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Goals
• Use bias terminology in discussions of cases and 

actively counteract them on a day to day basis
• Be familiar with the most common biases and label 

them—giving them a name makes them easier to 
combat

• Recognize common situations were you might be at 
high risk for bias 

• Create a culture of feedback and reflection
• Regularly gather (and give) feedback on decisions so 

that we can build expertise
• Know when we got things right or wrong, and reflect 

on our decision-making to improve



Diagnostic  error is common, but underappreciated

Coalition to Improve Diagnosis in Action, DEM Conference 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Error estimates 7-17% of adverse events in hospitalized patients -> 10%Triggers: 5% of outpatient visits (1 in 20)



What role do cognitive biases play?

• Cognitive biases are a universal feature of human 
cognition—like system errors for the brain

• Cognitive biases may interact with system errors 
to produce bad outcomes

• Understanding the contribution of cognitive bias 
and the interaction of bias with system errors 
may help us design upstream interventions to 
prevent such errors from occurring in the future



Thinking, Fast and Slow: 
System errors for the brain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main point: we’ll be looking at decades of ground breaking research from Nobel-prize winner Daniel Kahneman and his associate Amos Tversky.  These two psychologists showed us how our thinking is flawed in very specific and predictable ways. Several decades worth of work in understanding how people make decisions under uncertainty and riskStarted out by Kahneman and his associate Tversky trying to answer the question: Are people naturally good intuitive statisticians? Children intuitively conform to the rules of grammar when they speak, even if they have no idea that such rules existIn spite of years of teaching and using statistics, they noticed their own intuitions were deficient and biased in particular ways.  Thus began a research partnership that culminated in a Nobel Prize in economicsWhat does that say about our ability to correctly understand and apply evidence-based medicine, which is based on statistics?https://www.thedailybeast.com/daniel-kahnemans-gripe-with-behavioral-economics



Your Two Brains: Thinking Fast and Slow

http://upfrontanalytics.com/market-research-system-1-vs-system-2-decision-making/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
S1 is what allows you to automatically know that someone is angry at you, without even thinking.S2 is engaged when you get a more difficult problem, like 17x24Both system 1 and 2 are active when we are awake, System 1 runs automatically and system 2 is normally in a comfortable low-effort mode, in which only a fraction of it’s capacity is engaged.  System 1 continuously generates suggestions for system 2: impressions, intuitions, intentions, and feelings.  If endorsed by S2, impressions and intuitions turn into beliefs, and impulses turn in to voluntary action  If all goes well, S2 adopts S1 suggestions w/ little or no modification.  This is usually fine.When S1 runs into difficulty, it mobilizes S2 to provide more detailed and specific processing (such as when you encounter 17x24=?).  S2 is also activated hen you are surprised—if something violates your model of the world, you direct attention to it.  S2 monitors your behavior—keeping you in control and from making an error.  The DOL is highly efficient: it minimizes effort and optimizes performance.  It works most of the time b/c S1 is generally very good at what it does: its models of familiar situations are accurate, as are it’s short-term predictions, and it’s actions are swift and generally appropriate.  However it does have biases (systematic errors) that it is prone to make.  And it can’t be turned off. We accept too readily, with too little information, that which seems to fit a coherent story and induces little cognitive strain.  We neglect information that is absent, assuming that “what you see is all there is” (WYSIATI), and we are more confident than we should be in how good our judgments are as our system 1 often neglects ambiguity and suppresses doubt (without us even being aware)!An easier question: How happy are you with your life these days? -> What is my mood right now?WYSIATI – you cannot help dealing with the limited information you have as if it were all there is no know.  You build the best possible story from the information available to you, and if it is a good story, you believe it.  Paradoxically, it is easier to construct a coherent story when you know little, when there are fewer pieces to fit into the puzzle.  Our comforting conviction that the world makes sense rests on a secure foundation: our almost unlimited ability to ignore our ignorance. The sense-making machinery of system 1 makes us see the world as more tidy, simple, predictable, and coherent than it really is.  The illusion that one has understood the past feeds the further illusion that one can predict and control the future. These illusions are comforting.  They reduce the anxiety we would experience if we allowed ourselves to fully acknowledge the uncertainties of existence.  We all have a need for the reassuring message that actions have appropriate consequences, and that success will reward wisdom and courage.  



Anchoring
A Group got these questions
1. Are Redwood Trees greater 
than or less than 150 feet tall 
(circle one)? 
• Greater 
• Less than
2. How tall is an average 
Redwood Tree? 

A group average: 150 

B Group got these questions
1. Are Redwood Trees greater 
than or less than 650 feet tall 
(circle one)? 
• Greater 
• Less than
2. How tall is an average 
Redwood Tree? 

B group average:494

Answer: 200-350 feet tall!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tendency to rely too heavily on the first piece of information offered when making decisions



The tendency to perceptually lock onto salient 
features in the patient’s initial presentation too 
early in the diagnostic process, and failing to 
adjust this initial impression in the light of later 
information.

Compounded by: confirmation bias
Related: diagnosis momentum

Anchoring

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Accepting a diagnosis that no longer becomes true – ED thinks this is pna but maybe it’s heart failure or some other infection Accepting the initial diagnosis and failing to adjustLocking into how the patient looked on admission (or first clinic visit), and failing to re-evaluate as prognosis/clinical course changesMay be severely compounded confirmation bias and diagnosis momentumBilling codes can become anchorsNote templatesWhat a previous provider (PCP or specialist thought).  Management plans can be an anchor (continue current management is easier than lets re-think the plan)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do our note templates serve as an anchor and constrain our thinking? Maybe URI wasn’t the most important focus of this visit.  Maybe the patient with cough and SOB actually had fluid overload rather than a respiratory infection.  Maybe “back pain” is actually “flank pain” and UTI symptoms.  Recent anchors for me:Increasing the dose of an ICS for asthma (patient already good about taking her flovent) rather than switching inhales to add a LABA (more difficult to think of that change, then may have to deal with finding a new inhaler covered by insurance, I’m not the PCP and not ultimately responsible for how this patient does). Much easier to continue the current plan rather than a new planTreated an elderly patient for pneumonia despite multiple reassuring signs (recently normal procalcitonin, normal vital signs) -> failed to see CHF history, heard crackles as rhonchi, interpreted as infection rather than fluid overload.  Then saw their subspecialist the next week, dx with fluid overload. I focused more on cough than SOB or fluid overloadProblem list diagnosis serve as anchors



Problem #5 actually the most important problem!



Other “anchors?”
• Management plans 

• “continue current management”
• “continue to monitor”

• Billing codes
• Reason for consultation
• Problem lists
• Previous admissions
• Old diagnosis – new problem
• Chronic disease “flare”
• Previous providers’ notes
• First study published
• How the patient looked at the last visit (i.e. dangers of treating via 

portal message)
• Mental valleys

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do these constrain our thinkingCopy/paste



Confirmation bias

The tendency to look 
for confirming 
evidence to support a 
diagnosis rather than 
disconfirming 
evidence to refute it

AKA WYSIATI
Related: premature 
closure, search 
satisficing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The tendency to look for confirming evidence to support a diagnosis rather than disconfirming evidence to refute it, despite the latter often being more persuasive and definitiveNot only do we give preference to available information that supports our beliefs and subconsciously (or consciously minimize or ignore information that doesn’t fit), we don’t even see what’s missing! Anemia/alk phos case to illustrateBut this goes way beyond diagnosis!AKA: WYSIATIRelated: premature closure, motivated reasoning



What you see is all there is
(WYSIATI)

“Time Transfixed”
Rene Magritte

Amy Herman: 
“How Visually Intelligent are you?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We tend to treat the limited amount of information that we have as if it is all there is to know, and we construct the best possible story we can on limited information.  We don’t see what information is missing.  Ironically, sometimes the less info we have, the easier it is to construct the best story! Easy to see the train, hard to ask “Where are the train tracks?”  We don’t easily think of what’s missingCitation: Amy Herman, How Visually Intelligent are you?http://bigthink.com/videos/amy-herman-on-visual-intelligence-and-the-pertinent-negative�



WYSIATI

Easy to see 
(confirm) what is 
currently there or 
was there before 

Hard to see 
what is missing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s also so hard to see what’s missing, such as antibiotics for a sick patient, making sure a patient is on all of their heart failure meds, making sure a diabetic is on all the recommended therapy



Where’s the type and 
screen???

WYSIATI

Upper GI Bleed 
Order Set

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’re checklist is only as good as what’s on it! In our upper GI bleed orderset, a critical order (type and screen) is missing, which may lead to errors as you are given the illusion that everything is included.  This may be even worse than if you had no order set at all!



How to combat anchoring and confirmation 
bias?

• Beware of higher risk situations:
• Handoffs (night to day, ED to floor, transferring hospital to floor, CCU to 

floor and vice versa, inpatient to outpatient) 
• Did I create and work through my own differential or did I accept the diagnosis 

given to me?
• Has the patient’s status evolved since the last person saw them?
• How is “copy/paste” affecting my ability to adjust my impressions in the light 

of new information? 
• Should I ask clarifying questions or re-do the history if things don’t make 

sense?
• Unclear diagnosis (or seemingly obvious diagnosis), multiple admissions 

for the same thing
• Did I accept the first thing that came to mind?
• Did I consider other organ systems?
• What are the other things on my differential? Do I actually have the 

information I need to rule those things out?



Combat anchoring and confirmation bias

• Ask disconfirming questions
• Why could my answer be wrong?
• If the lab value/feature I’m hanging my hat on didn’t 

exist, would I still think this was the diagnosis?
• What available information am I ignoring or 

dismissing because it doesn’t fit my diagnosis?
• What information would I need to see to change my 

diagnosis?
• WSIATI connection: What information is missing? 
• Ask your residents these questions!



Availability bias
Which is more likely?

Lung cancer death Opioid overdose death
51.7/100,000 men 14.9/100,000
34.7/100,000 women

What do doctors think is more likely?

20% 80%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lung cancer is more prevalent that opioid overdose, but less salient (especially to hospitalists)



Availability bias
We tend to judge things as being more likely or 
more frequent if they readily come to mind

Things that come to mind more easily:
Recent Emotional Vivid

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- e.g. seeing a lot of patients with gastroenteritis, you may think the next patient has the stomach flu but actually has aspirin toxicity. Recent experience with a disease may inflate the likelihood of its being diagnosedIf a disease has not been seen for a long time (is less available), it may be under-diagnosedMake predictions and evaluations based on the ease with which objects or instances come to mindRely heavily on readily available information (recent, salient, vivid)Fail to consider the quality of the information, or other possible sources



Availability bias
Recent experience with a disease may inflate 
the likelihood of its being diagnosed

If a disease has not been seen for a long 
time (is less available), it may be under-
diagnosed

WYSIATI connection: if you haven’t heard of 
a diagnosis (or you can’t remember it), it 
may as well not exist...



Combat availability bias
• Make sure you have a lot of diagnoses “available” to you

• Keep up your medical knowledge and engage in CME
• Read about/solve interesting cases (e.g. NEJM, Human Diagnosis Project)

• Actively build a differential diagnosis to consider less “available” 
diagnoses

• Understand how recent cases may be influencing your decision-
making 
• Am I ordering a CTPA more readily than I should because I recently saw a 

surprising PE?
• On the other hand, am I over-adjusting and assuming the next case can’t

be influenza because I already saw five cases in a row?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(am I ordering a CTPA more readily than I should just because I recently saw a surprising case of PE?)On the other hand, recognize that just because you had five cases in a row of influenza doesn’t mean the next case can’t be influenza (don’t over-adjust)



Visceral bias
• Negative (or positive) feelings towards a patient may 

result in diagnoses being missed
• Common types:

• Non-adherent patients
• Homeless patients
• Patients with chronic pain
• Obese patients
• Psychiatric patients
• Drug use
• VIPs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Obesity – everything gets blamed on their weightPsychiatric – everything gets blamed on their psych illness, less likely to believe symptomsChronic pain – “pain seeking” rather than having a true reason for painDifficult patients – may be less likely to believe them Not mentioned: gender bias! Women’s pain symptoms less likely to be believed, things blamed on their period



Overconfidence bias
• Confidence level that people could recognize 

bike parts:  
80%

• Actual percentage that could draw bike parts:  
20%



Overconfidence bias
Universal tendency to believe we know more than we do  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But really, you know nothing, Jon Snow.High confidence does not necessarily correlate with correctnessUniversal tendency to believe we know more than we do.  We neglect ambiguity and suppress doubt (without even being aware)Reflects a tendency to act on incomplete information, intuitions, or hunches – relies more on System 1 May be augmented by both anchoring and availabilityA form of WYSIATIThis isn’t a personality flaw (at least not in everyone... There are people who take this to the extreme!)-> it’s a property of the operating system of our brains!How to avoid:Be aware of it (and make adjustments)Keep objective recordsAsk disconfirming questionsWhy could my answer be wrong?Why could other answers be right?Why could other answers be wrong?



Physician confidence outpaces accuracy

Meyer et al. Physicians’ diagnostic accuracy, confidence, and resource requests: a vignette study. JAMA Intern Med. 2013;

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And it’s worse with difficult cases!Higher confidence related to decreased requests for additional diagnostic tests. But, since physicians’ diagnostic accuracy and confidence were not aligned, physicians did not seek help when they most needed it. We recruited general internists from an online physician community and asked them to diagnose 4 previously validated case vignettes of variable difficulty (2 easier; 2 more difficult). Cases were presented in a web-based format and divided into 4 sequential phases simulating diagnosis evolution: history, physical examination, general diagnostic testing data, and definitive diagnostic testing. After each phase, physicians recorded 1 to 3 differential diagnoses and corresponding judgments of confidence. Before being presented with definitive diagnostic data, physicians were asked to identify additional resources they would require to diagnose each case (ie, additional tests, second opinions, curbside consultations, referrals, and reference materials).



Combat overconfidence bias
• Acknowledge that you know less than you think you do 

and be open to considering that you could be wrong

• Gain insight about your judgement - follow up on what 
happens to your patients

• Importantly, recognize this bias in your learners! Ask 
them disconfirming questions and give them feedback 
on their clinical judgement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But really, you know nothing, Jon SnowHow to avoid:Be aware of it (and make adjustments)Keep objective recordsAsk disconfirming questionsWhy could my answer be wrong?Why could other answers be right?Why could other answers be wrong?









PROSPECT THEORY



Prospect Theory

Physical value
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prospect theory:Value is judged relative to a reference point, not total wealthLoss aversion: losses loom large than gains (about 2x as much)Potential costs, efforts, and sacrifices are weighted more heavily than potential benefits, rewards, and opportunitiesDiminishing sensitivity -> more good is marginal returnsConvex vs. concaveReference point might be current state (status quo bias), OR it can be a goal (par in golf -> not meeting the goal framed as a loss, exceeding the goal framed as a gain. Professional golfers work much harder to meet par than to make a birdie)



Loss aversion
Potential costs, efforts, and sacrifices are weighted more 
heavily than potential benefits, rewards, and opportunities 

– even if the absolute magnitude of the change is the same

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where does “First, do no harm” fit in??



Loss aversion – framing effect
Imagine that the United States is preparing for the outbreak of an unusual disease 
that is expected to kill 600,000 people. Two alternative programs to combat the 
disease have been proposed. Assume that the exact scientific estimates of the 
consequences of the programs are as follows: 

‘A’ Group got these choices: 
• If Program A is adopted, 200,000 people will be saved

(and 400,000 people will die)
• If Program B is adopted, there is a one-third probability that 600,000 people will 

be saved and a two-thirds probability that no people will be saved. 
% who favor A

87%   

‘B’ Group got these choices: 
• If Program A is adopted, 400,000 people will die

(and 200,000 people will be saved)
• Program B: If Program B is adopted, there is a one-third probability that no one 

will die and a two-thirds probability that 600,000 people will die. 
% who favor A:

6%

Choose certainty over risk when framed 
as a sure gain vs a possible loss

Choose risk over certainty when 
framed as a sure loss vs a possible gain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People prefer a sure gain rather than a possible loss – risk aversePeople prefer a possible gain rather than a sure loss – risk seeking



Framing effect
The way an issue or problem is presented affects 
how people make a decision

Another example of WYSIATI!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If framed in a negative way, people are more likely to experience loss aversionIf framed in a positive way, people more likely to look on it favorablyWYSIATI -> you ONLY see the problem in the way it is presented, most people don’t stop to carefully consider the alternate frame



Framing effect

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WYSIATI with Dr. Robert Jarvik – true that he’s an MD, but never went to residency and never licensed to actually practice medicine. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you want people to understand their risk, this is a really good way to show it.  Using the frequency format makes it more vivid. It is more balanced as it is also presented in alternative frames (combats WYSIATI)However, notice that the side effects are also framed in the frequency format.  This may actually make people over estimate the risk (especially muscle and kidney damage, which is a very low risk but looks not that low).  Given that people weigh losses (or a side effect) twice as much as gains, this information may overly influence their decision-making.  If you wanted to be more persuasive, it may make more sense to present side effects in the probablistic rather than frequency frame.  Also this doesn’t present the alternative frame (that 19,999 people won’t get damage –WYSIATI), and doesn’t provide the visual example



Defaults
• Defaults serve as powerful reference setting, which takes 

advantage of loss aversion (endowment effect), laziness, 
and implied recommendation

• Ex. opt-in vs. opt-out in organ donation, code status in 
end of life care

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trim the examples“Do Defaults Save Lives?” conducted by Eric Johnson and Daniel Goldstein (2003), examined the rate at which adults in European countries register to be potential organ donors. Defaults serve as powerful reference setting, which takes advantage of loss aversion, laziness, and implied recommendationOther examples:Investment in retirement (401K) -> increase the rate of savings with opt out plansEnrolment in health plans?Applications:Health maintenance is the defaultMake STD (HIV) screening default (opt out)Code status:With this in mind, researchers studied whether the type of end-of-life care patients choose is influenced by how we present the options. Terminally ill patients were randomly assigned to complete one of three advance directives: The first group received a form with the comfort-oriented approach preselected; the second had the aggressive care box checked; the third had both options left blank. Patients were free to override the default and select any option they preferred.Nearly 80 percent of patients in the comfort default group chose comfort, while only 43 percent in the aggressive care default group did. (Sixty-one percent of patients without an embedded default opted for comfort.) It seems, then, that even critically important decisions about how we want to live our final days are affected by what comes pre-ordered on the menu we’re given.



Defaults

Physical value
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Code status

Organ donation status

Medication dosing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prospect theory:Value is judged relative to a reference point, not total wealthLoss aversion: losses loom large than gains (about 2x as much)Potential costs, efforts, and sacrifices are weighted more heavily than potential benefits, rewards, and opportunitiesDiminishing sensitivity -> more good is marginal returnsConvex vs. concaveReference point might be current state (status quo bias), OR it can be a goal (par in golf -> not meeting the goal framed as a loss, exceeding the goal framed as a gain. Professional golfers work much harder to meet par than to make a birdie)



Defaults

45-90 MME/day

90-135 MME/day

16-32 MME/day
80-160 MME/day
160-320 MME/day



How can we take action?



Watch for high risk situations
• Handoffs (outside transfers, ED to inpatient, PCP to 

subspecialty, night to day) – have I adequately looked at the 
available information myself, or am I accepting what I’ve been 
told?

• Multiple presentations of the same problem – is this just 
diagnosis momentum? Could something else be going on?

• Information doesn’t fit – is this lab value irrelevant, or is it 
pointing me another direction I haven’t thought of?

In general, ask disconfirming questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can we create a formal mechanism to give feedback on diagnoses?Primary care (resident) to primary care (resident)Nailed diagnosis of shingles, but missed bacterial superinfectionObese patient with falls diagnosed with “deconditioning” but actually had severe peripheral neuropathyPatient diagnosed with vaginismus and labeled uncooperative with exam, actually had imperforate hymenSpecialist to primary careDiagnosed by PCP with pneumonia, but saw specialist day later and found to have fluid overload insteadPrimary care to EDSyncope patient diagnosed with dehydration, but actually had PE diagnosed one week laterED to primary carePatient previously treated for depression, found to have bipolar disorder and presented to ED after suicide attemptPrimary care to hospitalist (and vice versa)Found an ulcer but missed colon cancer with mets to spineHospitalist (resident) to hospitalist (resident)Night to day misdiagnosis, changes after patients are handed off



Acknowledge uncertainty
With our patients…

…and with our learners

I think this is just a run-
of-the-mill muscle strain, 

but it might still be too 
early to rule out 

something more serious. 
It’s important that you 

come back if…

It’s ok if you’re not 
certain about the 

diagnosis at this point –
what other information 
do you think you might 

need, and how could we 
get that information?



Embrace a culture of feedback
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Thank you!
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